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Would you enjoy LIFE AT YOUR SCHOOL to be like this?

Children and youth all over the planet are living it.
We connect you with them, to make it happen for you.

These are exciting times! We are witnessing an unprecedented phenomenon
in history: Teens taking action for sustainability!

conventional schools without further ado,
without stress on time, finance, or teacher
training. Our youth leaders operating as
student clubs are living proof.

They have impact beyond our imagination, their model solutions are replicable
by youth in a thousand places, and so
are many of groundbreaking solutions
of outstanding grown-up changemakers.

Our mission is to make them omnipresent in schools across the planet, so
that our entire young generation can
grow up implementing humanity's leading
sustainability solutions - in collaboration
with leading changemakers of today.

A cornerstone of their success are "the
super powers of youth at school": daily
big community, infrastucture and resources, genuine spirit, media presence,
donor support, and plenty of time, for
years. Powers that have hardly been
recognized and tapped, yet.
Still, the most remarkable news is that,
unlike youth movements of the past,
youth leadership is embraced and celebrated across the societal and cultural
spectrum, by parents and media, globally!
Further - even more exciting - it is the
living manifestation of all 21st Century
aspirations of education, purpose of
schooling: education for sustainability,
active citizenship, service-learning, life
skills, ethical values, empathy, global
citizenship, lifelong learning, team work,
project-oriented learning, entrepreneurship, co-creative decision-making, interdisciplinary learning across the school
fence..."
To top it off, it is practically entirely selforganized by young people, usually as
student clubs, after school clubs and the
likes, their members contributing to learning culture through presentations, group
leadership etc.
This means that it happens at ordinary,

THIS IS THE TIME for students, teachers
and parents to live their highest ideals!
All it takes is the spark of inspiration to
awaken young people to their dreams
for a better world, and the power of making them true. To recognize their potentials, find their passion for favorite causes,
to find time and space for turning their
passion into action in self-organized learning processes - changing the world, big
time.
We need not even change anything in
our schools to make this possible. We
have been granting this to talented musicians, artists, ball and chess players
for decades. We gave them time and
space, a little mentoring, time off to
attend events, and access to expert partners in the field, outside school.
This partner network is the global YouthLeadeR community, with world class role
models, media, methods, tools, actions,
supportive community and more.
Schools have long been well familiar with
providing the space, support and organization for student clubs - and for gifted
youth.
The first step for enabling a culture of
youth leadership at our schools is to

acknowledge our natural born social
entrepreneurs and cultural creatives the ones fired up for saving the planet
- and give them opportunity to act on
what we hope for them to learn: to care,
think, act, live way more awesome, better, different from adult generations. Very
different, right?
80% of our behavior is shaped by role
models. What we need now is to grow
up in the company of true hero/ines.
But, 'who are the right teachers to support YL Student Clubs', you may ask.
'We do not have experts in changemaking'. True, but not every chess club has
an experienced chess teacher at school,
right? Kindness, appreciation of the cause and support on demand suffice. The
kind of teachers that make good YL
Student Club mentors are 'the green
one, the social one, the wild one'. They
exist at every school.
These educators will love seeing kids
thrive on their better world adventures.
It is what they always wanted to see
happen, but could not integrate in standard teaching. Now they can. Now, they
have the media, and the self-organized
students it requires.
Teachers have a small but precious role
to play. They spend as little as one or
twohours per month on weaving youth
leadership also into the classroom, units
and conventional subject teaching. Still,
it is highly important.
Why? Because it makes youth action
on global issues omni-present in every
student's life over years, makes it integral
part of the "normal world", not a "fringe
hobby for loonies", and part of "offical
education in class". This leads to better
involvement by students, parents and
teachers, builds a year-round, vibrant
connection between student clubs and
the entire school community, builds a
collaborative partnership between teachers and your new "assistant teachers".
And it comes with rich benefits for subject
teaching and learning culture, too.

This is what makes the YL Curriculum
so precious, important and exciting.
It is amazing what little teaching time it
requires. Once sparked, 95+% of activities are self-organized by student clubs.
As with any seed, results depend on the
soil, care and love given. Not every environment is ready to instantly flourish.
But no matter what happens, we can be
certain thatsowing these things into the
minds, hearts and hands of our students
is the best thing that we can do. There
is no doubt that their inner clock will
respond when their time is right. Just
keep the love up, enjoy and observe.
I hope that you enjoy these perspectives
and activities as much as we do. And
that you become active part of our community by signing up to our newsletter,
connecting on social media, sharing your
experience, suggestions and achievements with us.
UNESCO, ministries of education, teachers, parents, media, young people everybody celebrates young people
changing the world. The time has finally
arrived: We can begin doing what we
always wanted, to teach, learn and live
at school: Creating a world of inner and
outer abundance for all.
Are you joining?
We look forward to meeting you!
Eric Nicolas Schneider
Founder & Director

We need not introduce anything
radical or time consuming. Youth
leadership already happens it
schools. It has sprung up by itself,
without teachers' involvement, and
is usually self-organized by clubs.
We have or can have student clubs
at any school, easy. The point is to
sharpen focus on world changing
activities and amplify their impact.
Higher impact requires more activists, more involvement, and a higher sense of purpose. This is what
the YL Curriculum does.
Here are the three key aspects at
work in our approach:
1) Sparking and Sustaining Ultimate
Inspiration for Positive Change
Experience, success stories and
common sense tell us the magic
behind of sparking and sustaining
youth leadership activities:
A. Inspire students to take action
through a mix of awakening to a
broken piece of the world, a solution
to heal it, and opportunity to do it.
Add a hero/ine already doing it - a
role model conveying precisely how
to feel, what to do - and action becomes almost evident and a breeze.
Hint: Our many real life examples
are priceless!
B. Inspired students turn their passion into action and find their roles

in the team. Passionate leaders
keep up the drum beat, informing,
inspiring and organizing action opportunities.
Causes, excellent media, flyers, inspirational global community, they
have all they need to sustain their
own passion and step forward.
C. Sustain this spirit year-round,
through new causes and activities
every month.
We have countless causes, hero/ines, activities, monthly offers,
speakers and webcasts, support on
demand. A gigantic orchestra of tools
to select and play with.
2) Amplifying Student Club Impact
Of course, there can and will always
exist student clubs that are just for
a small group and need not be connected to the entire school community. Like chess, cosmetics, beading.
No disrepespect intended. Our focus
here is on world-changing student
clubs co-creating a global, peaceful,
just, thriving civilization.
World-changing student clubs face
a variety of challenges with huge
significance for their impact. Impact
matters to us for reasons of motivation, relevance for for the entire
school community, and of course
for real world change. Maximizing
each means win-win benefits for all.

Here are main challenges and how
Youth-LeadeR solves them.

D. Relevance for Education's Core
Aims and Principles

A. Visibility to the school community

Many student club activities simply
lack topics, quality, tools for use in
context of units for the entire class.
But co-creating a sustainable society
is a priority in the purpose of schooling, our curricula, and the UN Decade of Education for Sustainable
Development was not launche for
no reason. Today, we have everything we need to integrate it.
Solution: include the media, activities
and "people" of world-changing student clubs in units touching on global
issues. They have top level information, inspirational media, role models
and action opportunities to offer.

Clubs are often 'hidden' in rooms,
or their stands ignored by the mass
of students rushing through corridors
and halls during recess.
Solution: Enhance visibility in class,
and more awesome club HQ's well
visible in public school spaces, like
a mix of lounge and action fair.
B. Universal appeal to a large part
of the school community. 50-100%
Topics and activities are not necessarily everyone's favorite. In fact,
also people's personalities, age and
gender play a role.
Solution: Offer causes for everybody, wide scope of activities, fun,
identification, personal relevance,
opportunity for involvement for various talents, alternating activities
per month, quick actions with tangible results, celebration. Unite
youth leaders across topics, classes
and grades as one changemaker
family to overcome the personality,
age, clique and gender issue.
C. Connectivity and relevance to
the entire school community
This is like the above but different.
Student club activities are not generally regarded as a priority for education, for society, for everyone, but
more like niche hobbies and personal choices. This is not the same
for world change.
Solution: Make student club activities omni-present in classrooms.
We use a mini-Exhibit wall display
managed by inspired students.

E. Value + Usability for Teachers
Teachers are already buzy. But they
do use non-standard items in their
teaching practice - like articles, film
clips, presenters, field trips.
Solution: Harness the potentials in
YL media, methods, services and
YL Club members. Use our Calendar aligned with United Nations Theme Days and activities as a red
thread for clubs and teachers to plan
and collaborate through the year.
F. Lifelong Benefits for Activists
Students' motivation are the passion
for causes, community and activities.
Still, we can strengthen resilience
against frustration, work pressure,
and 'give back more' to them.
Solution Provide 'credits' beyond
school in form of impact, media, global contacts, and a YL CV of awesome vividly illustrated with authentic
media impressions.

The in/formal YL YOUTH LEADERSHIP CURRICULUM offers media,
methods and services for introducing Youth Leadership at school, and
sustaining youth action on global issues year-round, in class, at school and
beyond, with life-changing impact and media presence.
The program is built on a mix of (1-5%) teacher-support in class,
and 95+% self-organized student / club activities.
It is based exclusively on authentic role models, media and activities, in
personal collaboration with hundreds of the world's most respected youth
leaders, experts, social entrepreneurs and educators.
The program is not built on fear and pressure but solutions and upliftment,
on voluntary personal choices, aligned with personal passion, favorite causes
and activities, - with the most inspired students at its centre.
Student club members naturally evolve into role models, offering a rich
scope of learning and action opportunities that the school community can
choose to interact with, following their own pace and interests.
Look at it as an add-on to your teaching practice, a software running in the
background, adding optional gems to the core curriculum, with modules to
use on occasion, some planned, some spontaneously, many working their
magic subconsciously in the school community. And it's all good.

"80% of human behavior is shaped by role models. Much of it subconsciously."
Here are the best changemaker role models humanity has to offer. Promised!

The posters were a smash hit with the students.
The most inspirational videos I have ever seen.
A cardgame, with real heroes? Cool!
I never knew young people could do this. It gives me so much hope.

The curriculum requires close to zero time or finance. Media are available
for download in up to 19 languages, and up to 99% of activities are selforganized by inspired students passionate about global issues.
To prepare, the teacher or student leaders organizing the Starter Session
educate themselves on the exciting emerging phenoma of youth leadership,
sustainability solutions, and our wide scope of offers. All media and guidelines
are available on our website. They can also take a self-guided online tour,
the YL Immersion.
They organize a Starter Session with the "hidden but honourable agenda"
of inspiring young people to discover their passion for favorite causes, get
actively involved, and found a YL Student Club organizing a year-round
stream of changemaking activities.
Club members' key activities in class include managing a Hero/ines of the
Month mini-exhibit aligned with 3 current United Nations Days, and offering
presentations on young and grown-up changemakers solving global issues.
They also organize exhibits in public space, serving as interactive, informal
learning environments for the whole school community and more.
Teachers can easily enrich their units and subjects with these real life
examples, contributions and activities offered by the clubs. As little as one
hour per month can be enough to keep the program present in class.
However, the media's value for subjects motivates many teachers to use
them through the year, and also collaborate across subjects.
The bulk of activities ... presentations, exhibits, actions, lifestyle challenges
... is self-organized by students. Just like the examples of Youth-LeadeRs
in our stories, like passionate musicians and athletes, they organize these
activities as clubs, and beyond school hours - with their friends, their teams,
and their global changemaker family.!

The most energized lesson ever.
Even the most quiet students had something to say.
Students are inspired and wish to get involved.
I've been searching for such role models for all my teaching career.
Global issues have changed from being depressive to exciting.
Meeting these young people "live" has changed everything.
This should be in all schools!

Before we look
at the CURRICULUM,
let us have a glance at

the MEDIA
the METHODS
the SUPPORT SERVICES

that we use

THE MEDIA ARE HIGHLY INSPIRATIONAL
since they are authentic, conveying genuine passion,
changemaking spirit, a sense of action and success
a global best-of collection. It is unique!

Please make sure to taste their power in our website's www.youthleader.org at 'Discover Youth Leadership', in the 'Welcome' section
on the upper left.

EACH IS POWERFUL & PRECIOUS by itself
Enjoy them
Share them
Use them in subjects
Use them at events

IT IS IN COMBINATION and year-round daily presence
that they evolve unprecedented potential for change,
and that they become an extraordinary, holistic curriculum.

LET US TAKE A QUICK LOOK AT
the variety very cool new formats
different uses new effects and impacts
user groups way more than to-date
fit for education versatile and interconnected

You have seen some of the Videos. Posters make these powerful stories available
as teaching tool and for long-term presence for large audiences, such as at school.
The Action Packs compile videos, articles, interviews, websites and Level 1-4 actions,
from research to implementation. They are powerful teaching and action tools. It's
what YL student clubs and Warrior Clans use in the Change Generation Rising reality
game. Our most amazing format is the Card Game, with now 48 hero/ines. It creates
a smile and wow on everybody's face, is a sturdy(!), versatile teaching tool and multimedia book of 48 video-linked flashlight stories. It is a powerpack of inspiration, excellent conversation starter and lifelong companion. A must for every home and classroom.

We are ve-ry, ve-ry humbled and grateful for the Music. Embodying in themselves
the qualities of sacred practitioners, wildly successful activists and amazing artists.
these 10- to 14-year olds convey the spirit of the Change Generation. Feeling loving
oneness with the living planet, standing up with determination to dissolve and shed
everything obsolete and destructive, upgrading ourselves to creators and inhabitants
of a sustainable civilization. Immerse yourself in this music, explore their biographies,
learn to sing the music it, use it at events, in music class, perform, record, upload,
create your own and share with us! View our MEDIA section, and our About YL Video.
The Pacha's Pajamas Musical is another u-ni-que gem. It is incredibly rich, fantastic
for kids, music class, theatre performance and walk-acts for change-oriented events.
The ibook, pajamas (yes!), and interactive dance flashmob campaign connect with
real hero/ines featured in Youth-LeadeR! How do we reach the very young ones?
YL Comics tell the stories of our generation's hero/ines for children. They can also
be downloaded, printed and used as exhibit in kindergarten rooms and corridors. Use
them in arts class, from elementary to university level, turn the stories of YL Hero/ines
into comics and audio-visual videos along our storyboards, to be added to our collection.

(Y)Our changemaking library would not be complete without these free ebooks by worldleading experts, outstanding UN reports, and our own publications. Further, we list
awesome changemaking novels that make wonderful gifts for homes and libraries.

Finally, a range of Social Media, for making youth leadership part of daily life, spreading
and supporting campaigns, follow and join the quests of Youth-LeadeRs, contribute, share
updates, photos and achievements of YL Student Clubs, get latest news of new offers
and more. Following the changemaker facebook pages and newsletters that we follow
is like a casual training on-the-go.

These MEDIA tell stories of action for creating the
world we wish to see. The solutions, can-do-feeling,
role models make them the ultimate media for units
on global issues. But solutions only truly make sense,
when we implement them everywhere, right?
Each story comes with action tips, from small and
big, short- and long-term, research, presentations,
service-learning, social entrepreneurial projects, field
trips, international partnerships, and 'positive change'
media work. Let's view a selection of Youth-LeadeRs
and activities. This is what YL Student Clubs do.

We are all very well aware of basic changemaking activities. They are well
established in thousands of schools and the lives of millions of young people
and adults. They are part of our offers, and we can go beyond.

These four began successfully implementing their solutions at age 12 and
younger. Gabrielle and Cassandra work with student clubs, after school
clubs and volunteers. Robyn trains teens inter/nationally through school
presentations and skype. Avalon is a homeschooler, teaching through social
media, school presentations, nature and summer camps.

Students take action at home and abroad, by supporting campaigns,
replicating them nationally. They also form partnerships with highly respected
global hero/ines with live skype meetings, development activities on both
sides, field visits, building public support and more.

Here is why Youth-LeadeR is super special. We do not only connect with
teenage but also with humanity's finest adult changemakers. It practically
means meeting, learning and working live" with the "Einsteins of our time"
for scaling their solutions for peace and abundance for all on our planet.
This is historic, and about shaping history indeed. Through young people!

The Media are excellent. So are potential activities.
How can we make this omni-present in life at school?
Here are simple methods that anyone knows.
In combination with these media, magic happens.
Note that they pose no stress on time, finance, or
teacher training. In fact, they enrich subject teaching!
Now study your magic tricks.

First of all, introduce the class to a mass of powerful inspirational story. The
scope of stories, inspirational videos, unimaginable success of the young
changemakers, their thinking, their passion... build up with every story and video,
nurturing worldview shift, shared enthusiasm, unified vision, bond and initiative
in the class community. The Starter Session involves all students in research
and presentations of hero/ines, forming focus groups on favorite causes, studying
the pertaining Action Pack and formulating a mission statement: "We will take
action like ..., for ..., by doing 1, 2, 3, 4 until success." By this point students are
practically able to turn their passion into action. We propose a 90-180 minute
session, using the cardgame, poster set, action pack and a selection of videos.

With each presentation, students add another poster to the wall. The result is
an exhibit! Keep it! Fired up students form a YL Student Club, manage the exhibit,
give presentations, take and propose actions aligned with UN Days of the Month.

This is amazing. After just one session, you have formed new worldview, shared
passion, and appreciation for young people taking action. Maybe they take an
action, right away. You can sustain this spirit year-round, and even have a team.
The Starter Session leads to natural follow-up activities that enhance the reach
in the school community, establish solid presence, build community, actions to
make a tangible change on the world, and connect with teachers for collaboration.
This team now keeps doing what they have successfully experienced in the
Starter Session: they give monthly presentations, present to other class, organize
a public exhibit (ISLE) - uniting fired up changemakers across classes and grades,
add tables for infos, fundraisers, lifestyle challenges, campaigns and projects,
and take action on their favorite causes. This space serves as YL Club Headquarter,
favorite hangout, and as learning environment for the whole school community.

The ISLE is an adaptation of co-working spaces for people with good ideas for
the world and social entrepreneurs. See www.impact-hub.net, www.artofhosting.org.

Clubs pep up the global stream of activities with 'live' meetings, online and onsite, during class, club sessions and beyond - as we are active around the clock,
also on week-ends. For meetings with YL Speakers, groups prepare with the
pertaining Action Pack; this enables profound, meaningful dialogue, even action
and celebration of achievements. With YL Warrior Clans, we have casual, projectoriented meetings and trainings.

Each student researches a hero/in, preferably as homework(!) from a set of 48 youth
leaders around the globe. Each student
gives a brief flashlight presentation - with or
without video, depending on your group and
timeframe. Presentations are mixed with
viewing our top 5 inspirational video clips
representing the 4 pillars of youth leadership:
a teen hero's journey to success, student
club action en masse, fundraising with fun,
and outstanding twen changemakers.
The session is held in casual atmosphere,
giving space to spontaneous feedback, questions and excitement. After a time of sharing
and reflection, students form focus groups
on favorite causes, study the pertaining
Action Pack and formulate a Mission Statement, such as "we will take action like XYZ
to achieve XYZ, by taking steps A, B, C, and
want all you to get involved by ..."
At this time, students are well immersed in
the spirit of youth leadership, project action
and planning. Their worldview about youth,
global issues, solutions and citizen power
has changed. The basic goal of a conventional educational session is achieved.
Next, comes the potential magical bonus.
The next question is "Ok, you are really able
to make these ventures real. You can even
meet these people for real on skype, for
questions and more. Who wants to turn their
passion and plan into action?" The reaction

is unpredictable, nor the degree of followup action. In any case, we suggest to be
honest and declare
"As you can imagine, we have to go back
to our unit, but I really love this, and those
of you who wish to take action have my full
support. Who would like to do more of this,
maybe also take action as a YL Student
Club?" ... "We can also keep the exhibit up,
and update it every month, so we all know
what the action club is doing, and everybody
can get involved when they like. I can also
imagine to use this in some units. YouthLeadeR offers a lot of ideas, and great
support for YL Student Clubs, with nonstop
action throughout the year. Do you want to
know more?"
There is a good chance that students wish
to follow up. It may be ten, even twenty,
with a heart core of five to ten. But keep in
mind the POWER in those passionate about
positive change! A couple of students can
sustain presence in class with the exhibit and reach out to other classes and grades
using the Starter Session and public exhibits
(the ISLE).
Imagine 2 changemaker youth per class.
This makes 10, 20, 50. 100 at a school!
Can you imagine?!
It is something that we certainly don't want
to miss trying!

This long-term presence shapes worldview on youth power, solution-oriented thinking,
confidence, trust in human genius and spirit, and facilitates integration in units.

"80% of human behavior is shaped by role models, much of it subconsciously."

It also builds the fundamentally precious link between the fired up students in clubs and
the majority of students with different priorities.
This presence softly nurtures a changemaking worldview in the majority, appreciation for
the clubs, and active involvement in fundraisers, projects and lifestyle challenges.
This is very important, as many student clubs are literally invisible at school, which weighs
hard on motivation and impact.
We can change this, easily, by building on the magical inspirational powers of accomplished
Youth-LeadeRs and the budding, shining youth leaders in your school community.

In MARCH, we focus on three International Days.

FORESTS

Madison and Rhiannon, Avalon Theisen

WATER

Robyn Hamlyn, Lulu Cerone

STOP STREET
HARASSMENT Week

Holly Kearl, Emily Lindin

These are the Hero/ines' posters. They are all available as YL Speakers.
Posters are available for download in up to 19 languages. Videos and Action
Packs are accessible via our media section, or heroines' online profiles.
The profiles also offer links to articles, websites and recent updates.

Most posters and hero/ines are known from the Starter Session. This means
that you do not have to print them again, and students connect quickly with
the stories, causes and actions. They will enjoy seeing familair faces, and
curios about new hero/ines. The mix of familiar and new is excellent. It gives
a rise to feelings of general competence, family, strengthens and deepens
basic knowledge gained from the Starter Session. This never gets boring.

Interactive community makes all the difference.
Inspiration. Questions. Answers. Ideas. Projects. Collaboration. Feedback. Celebration. What's next?
Our services make our media and methods truly come
alove (nice typo) and involve you in everything we do.
You are the ones scaling these solutions to a million
places, impacting the entire life of generations of students
at your school, with cascading changes on the citizenry,
media and stakeholders in your entire region and country.
You have that power, and we want you to succeed
beyond your wildest dreams! Since then YOU become
the news in YL!
Here are our services to provide a nonstop exciting
stream of activities, impulses, dialogue, cooperation,
consultation and co-creative support!
Simple, but in synergy ... wow!

First of all - live meetings.
Always with a focus on profound experience.
Students study the speakers' Action Packs prior to the meeting,
so they know us, our causes, solutions and steps.
This enables us to have
meaningful eye-level dialogue
for your burning questions, sharing anecdotes,
exciting news, dreaming up action,
even celebrating your achievements
in support of the speaker's quest
as this is all about youth action.
Note that we also align our monthly actions and webcasts with UN Days.

We offer highly exciting partnerships with famous young and adult changemakers working in extremely challenging fields of education, girl and women
empowerment, cultural survival and genius low-tech development solutions.
Operating in low-income regions, with little support in their countries, partners
makes a tremendous difference that is instantly felt by your students through
visible feedback, skype meetings, and seeing the project unfold through the
year. Action Packs list a variety of activities, also raise attention to related
challenges in our own communities, and taking steps to solve them.

Your Student Club is not alone - you are part of a YL Student Club Community
taking monthly actions with Youth-LeadeRs all over the planet, sharing news
on achiements and more on our social media streams. Those making
changemaking their 'sport', join Change Generation Rising as a YL Warrior,
take 3 monthly actions, earn levels and credits for completed missions,
impacts and headlines made, and build a CV of awesome. These activities
are also aligned with United Nations Days.

This is a beautiful lot, right?

PRECIOUS MEDIA
SMART SIMPLE METHODS
and REALLY COOL SERVICES
You have an an abundance of tools to use at any time in
countless ways, by students, teachers, everyone, and a global
community of action sustaining a year-round stream of activities
that you can connect with.
All this can be used at any time, but we also offer a basic
structure, by aligning our offers with three United Nations
Days, every month. This rhythm helps us select specific poster
sets and actions for the month. It helps YL Student Clubs
focus, take concerted action, and connect with local civil
society and media. It helps teachers plan ahead for the school
year, for when to integrate YL media, activities and club
contributions in different subjects.
YOU CERTAINLY HAVE A LOT OF IDEAS HOW TO USE
THESE. THIS IS WHY IT IS VERY SIMPLE TO USE!
The following pages serve to show these media and methods
at work, and how they naturally unfold a rich, modular, highly
versatile curriculum, managed in friendly, non-formal collaboration of young changemakers, student clubs and teachers.
Now, let us look how the 4 prongs evolve alongside
In Class
+ Student Club
+ YL Community
+ further student-led Activities

Let us look how use of the media
naturally unfolds a stream of activities,
and how Youth-LeadeR Student Clubs
function as a fulminant link between
the global changemaker community,
class and learning activities.

Easy. Beautiful. And exciting.
The graphic shows 3+1 Streams of Activities
1

YL changemaker community

2

YL Student Clubs

3

Classrooms, units and subjects

+

Supporters

shown here as initiators of the process by facilitating
distribution of the media, educational Starter Packs.
This prong can also be understood as a Stream, as
parents and citizens organized, and YL Chapters continuously contribute and support in precious ways.

NEXT UP, a step-by-step look
at how the concrete process unfolds >>

The 4-pronged curriculum is easy to
spark, evolve, and gradually weave
into subjects and units.
It sparks in CLASS with a session
dedicated to youth leadership. We call
it the Starter Session. From here, it
connects to three more prongs.
YL STUDENT CLUBS
self-organize the bulk of action, a yearround stream of activities that is well
visible at school, in class and contributes to units.
THE GLOBAL YL COMMUNITY
of hundreds of young and grown-up
changemakers feeds the student clubs
with media, tools, campaigns, webcasts, "live" meetings, speakers, support, social media, a reality game, and
trainings, losely aligned with UN Days.
STUDENTS' OWN INITIATIVES
beyond student club activities also
connect with YL Clubs, into the global
YL Community, and our stream of
offers.
WHERE ARE THE TEACHERS ?
Teachers' role is limited to very few
interactions. This is why it works. If it
took a lot of time and effort, we would
run into difficulties with subjects, time,
finance and training. Teachers do play
an important role. They co-organize
the Starter Session, take the YL Immersion online tour to have a good

idea of youth leadership, our offers,
and the YL Student Club's potentials.
Their most important role is to permit
+ appreciate + support activities of
students taking inspired, courageous
and responsible action:
1. a mini-Exhibit in class+public
(ISLE / Informal Sustainability Learning Environment)
2. student club presentations
3. weaving YL media into units
4. supporting their activities beyond
school (speaking at other schools,
events etc).
It is simple, offers benefits for units
and learning culture, and works best
when shared with colleagues. Imagine a class with 10 subjects, 10
months of school, and each teacher
agreeing to include 2 10-minute YL
activities per year, for instance a
heroine's story and a YL club presentation. With little effort, this results in
one YL interaction every two weeks
- making youth lea-dership integral
part of the official teaching practice.
This has powerful effect on students
and teachers. It makes young people
creating a sustainable world "normal",
and we think it is not only feasible
and realistic, but an exciting way of
filling the long-felt gap in our teaching
practice.
Let us look at the 4 prongs of the
curriculumstep by step.

"Once upon a time, there was a teacher, who..."
1. INTRODUCED YL media in CLASS, with a Spark Session of 90 to 180
minutes, using videos, posters and action packs.
2. INSPIRED STUDENTS founded a YL STUDENT CLUB and connected
with the YOUTH LEADER Community via social media for media, activities,
"live" meetings and inspiration.
3. THEY FOLLOWED UP with 3 Monthly Actions, using YL posters for
1) A public exhibit (their club HQ) serving as ISLE (Informal Sustainability
Learning Environment) for the whole school community, informing and
involving ever more students.
2) A Hero/ines of the Month exhibit in class, on young and grown-up
changemakers with model solutions for current United Nations Days.
EVERY MONTH, club members and teachers coordinated how best contribute
flashlight presentations on hero/ines for the 3 UN Days in their 10 subjects
(foreign language, science etc). The real-life examples energized the units,
students contributed to the projects and campaigns!

This is the basic pattern, with instantaneous results.
The Spark Session itself can already generate
- fundraisers for Neha and Indian orphans
- book drives for Julia and Emma, in support of aboriginal community schools
- international partnerships with Hassan for girls education in Pakistani
village homes, or Babar's youth powered schools in India
- campaigns with Nellie and Ocean, to ban ivory trade and shark finning
- connecting with Avalon, for building frog mini-habitats in the city, field trips
to swamps and wetlands, contributing local species to our frog cardgame
- researching the local situation on restaurant grease recycling, and grocery
store food recycling to food banks
- replicating Madi and Rhiannon's campaign to ban unsustainable palm oil
And 40 more! This is the scope of Youth-LeadeR actions opening up already
in the first Spark Session! An abundance of causes for everybody! With
instant action opportunities!
Next - let us look how this pattern evolves through the year.

Here we go.
The pattern is simple. Reliable. Feasible.
And it stays exciting!
You will see visual impressions of the media and
activities in a few minutes.
What a rich stream of contents, issues, local and
global, role models, solutions, action opportunities
- and it reaches EVERYBODY through the alternating exhibits and flashlight presentations.
The flashlight presentations in class can be short.
They add a feel of real to the unit, energize the
class, enable to learn more from club members,
and facilitate tangible contribution to the activities.

I like to call these 4 prongs streams, as they
organically evolve over time. You can imagine
how with every month, impact, skills and personalities unfold, and school community and learning
culture benefit.
The most vivid stream for your students is the
YL Student Club(s). It unites students across
classes, grades and interests, like a changemaker
family. It is connected with the global YL Changemaker Community via social media, and receives a set of proposed Monthly Missions and
media aligned with three current UN Days.
Club members feed media, presentations and
activities into class, manage main YL activities
of the month, select their favorite actions and
develop own projects, as well.
Some students and projects may branch off into
their own ventures, join or found local chapters
of their favorite Youth-LeadeRs' organizations,
or found their own organizations - all of it is
wanted and can be tied into the YL Community.

It is important to seamlessly integrate the spirit into daily life at school, as a priority,
as something self-evident. The Spark Session offers you the building bricks to do so.
A. You have a poster exhibit! Keep it up, allocate a space, and who will manage it.
View Box 3 above how you can sustain youth leadership spirit, causes, role models
and actions in class year-round. It is simple, adds to the class ambience and can
easily be integrated in subject teaching.
Imagine students growing up with this over years. This makes a difference! On top,
there are many other things that you can do - and you do have an able team now!

B. If students react positively to the idea of a YL
Student Club, make it real. Right away! Build on
the momentum! Ask students to scout for a public
space as ISLE exhibit and club HQ, and whether
they would like to present to other (younger) classes.
Tell students to report their first actions to you, so
you can inform your colleagues.
C. You (should) have the cardgame. Keep it in
class. Refer to it whenever a global issue comes
up: "Do we have a Youth-LeadeR working on this?"
Have a student fetch the card(s), sum up or read
out the flashlight story, ask if the student club has
any thing to add (updates from the hero/ine, proposed activities etc).
D. Inform your colleagues about your experience,
success, plans and potentials. It is easy to explain
the UN Days exhibit, hero/ines and that the student
club can offer presentations on role models and
solutions for various units. It takes only minutes to
figure these out. Inviting those students to sit with
you and check the school year for topics and
opportunities is a very empowering experience for
them and can lead to many forms of collaboration.
The YL STUDENT CLUB is your powerful ally!
Look at the rich scope of activities, topics, media
and interactions in the Student Club stream. The
members stay connected to the unfolding adventures of the hero youth leaders they know from the
videos, meet "live" online, if they choose to (who
would want to miss out on this opportunity?!), and
can arrange webcast meetings for their class (if
teachers decide to include such sessions), fueling
even more inspiration into the class.
For Student Clubs members, managing the ISLE,
the exhibit in class, collaborating with teachers,
giving presentations ... are all "extras" on top of
their school work, but they LOVE it. This is their
lifestyle, and all these little steps and interactions
enhance the spread of their message, the impact
of their work. It is a grand win-win for everybody!

THERE IS A LOT HAPPENING IN THE CLASSROOM.
THERE IS A LOT HAPPENING IN THE ISLE HQ.
THERE IS EVEN MORE HAPPENING BEYOND SCHOOL!
The actions of YL student clubs extend ...
1. INTO ONLINE LIFE; via social media, campaigns, following the
hero/ines' unfolding initiatives, meeting live on skype, sharing photos
of student club activities, social experiments, lifestyle challenges...
2. INTO PUBLIC; with fundraisers, campaigns, projects, field trips,
speaking at schools, marches, events, city councils...
3. BEYOND YL STUDENT CLUB PROJECTS; as some students
start to focus full-time on particular ventures, start their own organizations and evolve them into successful model solutions making
waves in national media - and - if they like - connect their initiative
to the global YL community for support, scaling and replication.
YOU CAN TELL that the scope and dimension of activities sparked,
facilitated and supported by YL goes beyond student clubs, youth
organizations, and service-learning programs that we have known,
even leading programs in the field, like WeDay, Roots & Shoots,
Girl Scouts, GenUp etc. They are all important, and we support,
recommend, also collaborate with them, but for a really super rocking
transformational shift in society, and maximum training of our natural
born social entrepreneurs and lifetime activists, we believe that
Youth-LeadeR offers a lot of NEW and NECESSARY novelties.
SOCIAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP + GRAND VISION + SUPPORT
OF THEIR OWN PROJECTS + ULTIMATE INVOLVEMENT OF
THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY + LIFETIME VALUE
They are born especially from our elements of "live" interactions
with young and grown-up changemakers, replication of their huge
model solutions, the vibrant global changemaker online community,
all built and strengthened by the foundation built AT school.

A RICH STREAM OF ACTIVITIES UNFOLDS
by equipping many people with tools, causes,
partners and opportunities to do small things.
In the Starter Session for instance, everybody spends 15 casual and
entertaining minutes at home, researching one hero's story by viewing the
video and few links. In class, every-body delivers a brief flashlight presentation,
but enjoys a true firework of inspiration, with powerful knowledge, favorite
causes for everyone to get involved in their favorite ways, and all information
accessible online. This is what the ISLE offers year-round, and club members
facilitate with exhibits in class.

IT HELPS STUDENT CLUBS ACHIEVE
by enhancing visibility, appreciation, quality media and action
tools, relevance for subjects and units, involvement, impact.
1. All positive change-oriented students feel part of one big changemaker
family. This is not the case when clubs, like organizations have a very narrow
focus on one topic, be it animals, plastic, climate, girls rights or development.
YL Clubs have specialist teams investing themselves on their focus quest
but there is shared appreciation, attention and commitment for all members'
focus causes, so that quick actions have big impact.
2. Clubs have permanent presence in public and in class, and they are
understood by the greater community of students and teachers.
3. Global community, concerted action with 'famous' changemakers, and
actions on UN International Days, facilitate collaboration with local civil
society and media - which amplifies impact.
4. Higher impact of actions generates reach beyond school, media presence,
demand as speakers, and evokes cascading effects in the community.

IT IS SIMPLE.
One Starter Session can spark a naturally unfolding stream
of activities organized to 95% by students, that is informally
woven into classrooms, units and school culture.
Real people, role models, relevant action.
Access, usability and community beyond school hours.

CHALLENGES FACED BY

YOUTH-LEADER SOLUTIONS FOR

TEACHERS

TEACHERS

Lack of media variety
Lack of multi-lingual materials
Lack of topic variety
Limited finance and time
Lack of solutions
Lack of role models
Lack of relevant action opportunity
Lack of empowerment for self-organized
follow-up by inspired students
Lack of outside partners
Lack of dialogue and feedback
Lack of flexibility for tailored projects
Lack of "live" interaction with heroes
Lack of interesting field partners
Lack of girl and colored hero/ines
Lack of constant flow of opportunity

Abundance of media
in up to 19 languages
on the full spectrum of positive change
with minimal need for finance or time
Focus on solutions, huge solutions
Humanity's finest role models today
Rich choices of activities on many levels
One session can spark self-organization by
inspired students as YL club
Strong, multifaceted global network
Personal interaction, community, collab
High flexibility and competence
Dozens of YL Speakers on-site / online
Extraordinary field partners
Global hero/ines, and way more girls !!!
Monthly UN Days action and more

STUDENT CLUBS

STUDENT CLUBS

Lack of visibility in class
Lack of visibility in public school space
Narrow focus of topics and causes
Limited exciting activities
Lack of relevance for subjects
Lack of acknowledgement by teachers
Lack of acknowledgement by peers
Low participation by peers
Limited impact
Limited media presence
Limited reach to other schools
Limited support by adults
Lack of supportive community
Lack of access to hero changemakers
Lack of support and inspiration

High visibility; exhibit, game, presentations
High visibility; exhibits, actions, ISLE, ...
Favorite causes for everyone, superb media
Wide range of alternating, exciting activities
High relevance and quality for all subjects
The "new, highly gifted", assistant teachers
Shared enthusiasm through Starter Session
Higher short- and long-term participation
Methods and model solutions for high impact
High media presence
Demand as speakers, offers like exhibits
High support in response to great action
Daily global community of action
Personal interaction with hero/ines always
Year-round flow of inspiration

CHANGEMAKERS

CHANGEMAKERS

Lack of reach
Lack of replication
Lack of community of action
Lack of access into schools
Lack of media fit for education
Lack of neutral support in general
Lack of finance
Lack of hero community
Lack of steady collaborative action

Global reach in 19 languages
Focus on replication by young people
Focus on huge YL club community
Strong promotion of their stories to schools
Their media and services fit for school use
Long-term, unconditional scaling
Fundraisers for them, new partner options
Global community of kind superhero/ines
Year-round, aligned with UN Days

Each perspective adds to memorability,
understanding, vision and gives ideas.

THE PERFECT SCENARIO - students, student clubs and more
THE FOUR PRONGS - and how they unfold
HOW IT EVOLVES OVER TIME - the big picture
HOW IT EVOLVES - step by step

It begins with introducing the media in a Starter Session.
Then the process unfolds clock-wise, step-by-step.

The most inspirational videos I have ever seen. It makes
me feel I want to get up and do something, too.
I never knew young people can do such things. This gives me so much hope.
This would be an eye-opener for school kids around the world!
I just used some stories in my English class. It has been the most energized
lesson ever. Even the most quiet students had something to say. They are
inspired and wish to know how they can get involved.
I used your poster set on Peace Day. Ameena and Adam have been a
smash hit with the students. Everybody was there, the teachers, the principal,
the students were so excited. You should have been there! They want to
know more about using YL media at school.
To be honest, I had been very tired in the morning, but the experience has
been incredible. It has been such a rewarding experience. YL can do so
much for these children.
Whenever we treated global issues, a dark cloud used to form above the
class. But with these young role models and solutions, everything has
changed. Students are inspired and eager to learn more. I am floored by
the results.
I have been seeking such young heroes throughout my teaching career. I
need those for all my classes. For global learning, on ethical values, youth
self image…
The stuff you instantly say sign me up.

People like Ameena would be wonderful role models, especially for kids
that have been touched by gang violence. The earlier we start, the better!
As a teacher it makes me feel incredibly happy to read such inspiring and
incredible articles about young people being proactive and making a difference
in the world.
After reading these stories I introduced the ideas to my afterschool class.
They researched the topics and people discussed in small groups and fed
back to the rest of the class. It was an excellent way for them to practice
their English, expand their vocabulary and think about things in a different
way. I have passed the website on to my Korean colleagues who have also
found lots of inspirational stories for their classes.
At the school where I work, I am the editor of the school magazine. The
students research and write the articles with my supervision. Whenever we
start a new issue we sit together and brainstorm ideas. I encourage the
students to “think big” and write about something they care about. They
were particularly motivated after seeing some stories on the YL website.
These posters are excellent! I like the idea of posting them in school so all
students see them, and develop their own interest in treating the subject of
youth participation in schools.
In our school, an active youth group is keeping sustainability education alive
through their projects. The wall display and materials will help them become
more visible and motivate their fellow students. I will see them through the
first steps. Thank you for the great project. Good work!

United Nations Online Volunteering Award 2010 + 12
for YL Teams India and Youth Rising for Peace
Images & Voices of Hope Award 2012
for YL's Director Eric Schneider
The awards of featured youth leaders, changemakers
and partners are too many to list. They include
Parent's Choice Recommended Award
Peace Medaillon
Brower Youth Award
CNN Hero
World's Children's Prize
President's Environmental Youth Award
United Nations Forest Hero Award
New Zealander of the Year Award
Top 10 Most Unreasonable People on the Planet
Prudential Spirit of Community Award
Action for Nature Award
Diana Award
ZeitzeicheN Preis

Youth-LeadeR is associated with multiple
UNITED NATIONS-level education initiatives
for bringing quality 21st century education to
our global young generation at school, enabling
them to learn co-create a just, peaceful
and sustainable civilization.

It is worth reading through their priorities for advancing
education.
Global Citizenship Education goes beyond standard topics
traditionally taught in schools.
"Just access to education is not enough. We need access to
an education that facilitates not only academic knowledge
and skills but also enables us to reach our full potential as
human beings and learn how to live together."
"Lessons need to go beyond cognitive knowledge to also instill
core values, attitudes and skills that encourage respect for
human rights, social justice, diversity, gender equality and
environmental sustainability."
Global Citizenship Education is transformative.
It promotes tolerance, peace and respect for diversity by
emphasizing our sense of belonging to common humanity.
It empowers learners to engage in action to help resolve global
challenges.
It encourages sustainable development and recognizes the
responsibility for those who come after us.
It gives learners the chance to realize their rights and promote
a better wotrld and future for us all. It encourages learners to
critically analyze issues, respect differences and diversity and
take actions in our lives and communities responsibly.

What are the barriers to this kind of education?
There is too much and even exclusive emphasis on and
recognition of academic achievement alone - in schools,
communities and the labour market.
What needs to change in education?
Education contents. Many schools still do not prepare learners
to thrive in an independent global community. Learners must
be encouraged to analyze real-life issues, think about solutions
and act on them.
Teacher knowledge and ability. Teachers are key in education
delivery. However, many of them lack the training and resources
to do so. Teachers must be properly trained and empowered
to facilitate Global Citizenship Education.
The learning environment. As a microcosm of society, the
learning environment should nurture the values and ethos of
global citizenship education.

YOUTH-LEADER
IS AT THE HEART AND TIDAL WAVE
OF THIS LEARNING CULTURE
Most projects and programs are yet focussed on theory,
detached from reality, relevant student-powered activities, and
relevant tangible impact on lifestyle and society.
A major reason is that the people behind the curricula and in
the institutions (teachers) have grown up as inhabitants of an
unsustainable civilization, and not as active co-creators and
inhabitants of a global, peaceful, just, thriving and sustainable
civilization. How could they feel, know, live and convey it?

This is why Youth-LeadeR's service of 1) role models, 2) spirit
transfer (through powerful media), 3) personal collaboration
(speakers etc) is so necessary, precious and powerful for
helping teachers and students upgrade learning culture.
Youth-LeadeR is the leading platform for the tangible aspects
of the new learning culture for the transition to sound active
citizenship and sustainable societal models.
The following pages shine light on requirements and challenges
for achieving this new learning culture.
Read these pages with the informal YL CURRICULUM in
mind. It enables you to break the important new ground that
the world has been waiting forever.

http://bit.ly/1cGI4B7

http://bit.ly/1lQRXlM

In 2013, the 37th session of the General Conference of UNESCO
endorsed the Global Action Programme (GAP) on ESD as the followup to the UN Decade of ESD (2005-2014).
Building on the achievements of the Decade, the GAP aims to generate
and scale up concrete actions in ESD. The present Roadmap communicates the GAP endorsed by UNESCO Member States (37 C/Resolution
12) to decision-makers, stakeholders and actors, provides suggestions
for the implementation of the GAP, and details on UNESCO’s role.
To enable strategic focus and foster stakeholder commitment, the GAP
has identified five priority action areas to advance the ESD agenda.

Priority Action Area 1
ADVANCING POLICY
Mainstream ESD into both education and sustainable
development policies, to create an enabling environment
for ESD and to bring about systemic change

YOUTH-LEADER
helps nurture an enabling environment by equipping
inspired drivers of change with powerful tools, methods
and support networks, and by mobilizing various stakeholders with new intrinsic motivation and tangible
outcomes.

Priority Action Area 2
TRANSFORMING LEARNING
& TRAINING ENVIRONMENTS
Integrate sustainability principles into
education and training settings

ESD is about much more than preaching and teaching
onsustainable development. It is also about practicing sustainable
development. Sustainable learning environments, such as eco-schools
or green campuses, allow educators and learners alike to integrate
sustainability principles into their daily practice. Transforming learning
and training environments concerns not only managing physical facilities
more sustainably, but also changing the ethos and governance structure of the whole institution. The second
Priority Action Area calls for promoting whole-institution approaches
to ESD in schools and all other learning and training settings.
Institutional leaders are prompted to take a holistic view of ESD,
focused not only on transferring content about sustainable development,
but also on participating in sustainable development
practices, including taking actions to reduce the institution’s ecological
footprint. Collaboration between the learning and training institution
and the host community is important.

YOUTH-LEADER is all about ACTION.
YL helps make youth leadership omni-present in the
institution and learning culture, without stress on time,
finance or training, by equipping and empowering the
sleeping and willing stakeholders.
YL naturally builds friendly collaboration between
schools, youth, parents, media and the greater public,
without effort, through natural response to the positive
youth actions.

Priority Action Area 3
BUILDING CAPACITY OF
EDUCATORS AND TRAINERS
Increase the capacities of educators
to more effectively deliver ESD

Educators and trainers are powerful agents of change for
delivering the educational response to sustainable development. They
play a vital role in making professionals in these areas aware
of sustainability issues, and ultimately in guiding their
decision-making processes to support sustainable development.
But for them to help usher in the transition to a sustainable society,
they must first acquire the necessary knowledge,
skills, attitudes and values. To address sustainable development issues, they must also develop the requisite motivation

and commitment.
Community leaders, parents, learners and trainees are
important partners for these main stakeholders.

YOUTH-LEADER
informs and inspires educators through powerful role
models, case studies (celebrated Youth-LeadeRs operating as student clubs) and established service-learning
programs in more than 9,000 schools (Free The Children, We Day)
YL nurtures values and intrinsic motivation through role
models, tangible proof of positive change.

Priority Action Area 4
EMPOWERING AND MOBILIZING YOUTH
Multiply ESD actions among youth
Central to envisioning and shaping a more sustainable future is youth
– the generation that must not only cope with the consequences of
unsustainable development today, but also bear the brunt of unsustainable development tomorrow. The young have the potential to

propel sustainable development more widely and urgently.
Youth have a high stake in shaping a better future for themselves and
generations after. Moreover, youth are today increasingly

drivers of the educational process, especially in
non-formal and informal learning. Supporting youth in
their role as change agents through ESD requires in particular the
following:

(a) Learner-centred non-formal and informal learning
opportunities in ESD for youth are enhanced. This includes
developing and enhancing e-learning and mobile learning opportunities
for ESD.

(b) Participatory skills that empower youth to act as
change agents in global, national and local sustainable development
processes become a specific focus of formal and non-formal education
programmes within and outside of ESD.
Actions in this Priority Action Area include providing young people

with opportunities to harness the enormous benefits of
information and communication technologies including
social media, not only for learning, but also for networking. Promising
approaches include e-learning on ESD and on-line platforms
where young people can share their own ideas and actions
on sustainable consumption and sustainable lifestyles. Mass mobilisation of youth towards sustainable development requires
empowering youth with information on the impacts of their

daily choices and actions, while tapping

into their creativity
and determination to find workable and innovative solutions and alternatives.
Youth, including activists and leaders, are both beneficiaries and
drivers of this Priority Action Area. Stakeholders include youthfocused and youth-led organizations, as well as institutions that
serve youth in the public and private sectors. Expected outcomes

include more youth-led ESD activities.

YOUTH-LEADER
puts youth at the centre and driver's seat of the learning
process, by following their passion, and responsibly
contributing to learning culture as informally qualified
"assistant teachers" at the same time.
YL thereby supports the long-term transitional process
from a culture of EDUCATION to a culture of LEARNING,
where teachers have the role of mentors - as they do
in our most successful schools and graduates, regardless of origin and background of the learners..
YL is all about ACTION.

Priority Action Area 5
ACCELERATING SUSTAINABILITY
SOLUTIONS AT LOCAL LEVEL
At community level, scale up ESD programmes
and multi-stakeholder ESD networks
Accelerate the search for sustainable development solutions at the local level through ESD. Multi-stakeholder dialogue and
cooperation play a key role in this, for example, between local governments, non-governmental organizations, the private sector, media,

education and research institutions, and individual
citizens. ESD supports multi-stakeholder learning and community
engagement, and links the local to the global. This requires in particular
the integration of ESD in formal education, as well as the

provision of, and support to, non-formal and informal learning opportunities in sustainable development for
all members of the community.

YOUTH-LEADER
enables knowledge and spirit transfer to the local level.
YL naturally amplifies activity, communication and
collaboration on local and regional level - in particular
through powerful youth actions in public space, media,
speaking at other schools and events, connecting with
local civil society and media for UN Days, involving
citizens and companies in campaigns, projects and
events.

Even after ten years into the UN decade and fourty years of progressive
education and wildly successful model schools, these PRIORITY
ACTION AREAS!!! for continuance as a functional civilization are still
perceived as "huge, unreached and impossible", especially in the
context of conventional public schools. This attitude needs to shift
now.
Examples of progressive curricula, succeeding schools and school
systems, in no matter what circumstance, youth leadership and
widespread service-learning culture in almost ten thousand schools
in Canada show that the solutions exist.

YOUTH-LEADER
breaks new ground and opens unprecedented opportunity for soft, holistic integration through the informal,
student-powered YL Curriculum meshed with online
and onsite media, learning networks, actions and
collaboration with role models, experts and relevant
contribution to researching, advancing and implementing
innovation and sustainability solutions on local, national
and global level - with youth as the core drivers of
change processes.

As an educator, planetary changemaker, a father, YL director, and
friend to many young and veteran changemakers, I have both serious
and uplifting words to say.
It is unacceptable that any teacher, principal, student or parent yet
stand in the way of embracing and creating this wonderful new future
in face of ultimate apocalypse for reasons of lack of knowledge, spirit
or experience.
All societal stakeholders support it, curricula demand it, we have a
moral right - and here I read from the backbone of our school systems
and the purpose of schooling - "to learn the skills to become active
citizens of a democratic, libertarian society, which today has to be a
sustainable society, in a peaceful global family of nations" - to acquire
the skills to co-create a peaceful, just, thriving and sustainable civilization
congruent with the principles of the United Nations and our constitutions.
Anything else has no place in this century, in our societies, means
failing in professional duty, moves into the sphere of breaking children's
rights, human rights and criminal neglect in a society that has been
congregating for global crisis summits for more than two decades!
We are losing 150 species every day. Two thirds of global ecosystems
are on the verge of collapse. Despite fourty years of green information,
decision-makers coined by an obsolete education, dysfunctional
worldview and values, are even accelerating the destruction of planetary
life support systems, and eroding even the richest societies.
The future of all species depends on the people who are alive right
now. The solutions for creating a world of inner and outer peace,
porpseirty and abundance for all. They are being implemented by
ordinary people, and replicable by young people at school, everywhere.

We have the right that our young generation receives an ultimate, upto-date education. Not only for our kids and their children and children's
children. But also for adults, and all species - we all depend on it that
this young generation learns the skills to transform the old and create
a civilization of awesome.
Until it is possible to deliver these skills in formal classroom settings
(which is probably not possible at all), it is an imperative to enable
them to learn it in informal, self-organized learning arrangements ISLEs and student clubs.

Now for the bright news. The YL Curriculum HELPS MERGE BOTH!
This is the time of awesome! Go for it! This is the most exciting time
to be a teacher and to grow up at school!

As a kid, parent or teacher. SIMPLY INTRODUCE YL.

It is easy, holistic, real, high quality, high impact, fun, epic, and you
can start tomorrow. NOW GO FOR IT. ENJOY!
Eric

Youth-LeadeR makes youth leadership, changemakers, sustainability solutions and action omni-present in our classrooms. YL
Student Club members manage a monthly alternating Hero/ines
of the Month Exhibit, aligned with United Nations Days of the
Month, offering optional activities organized by club members
across classes and grades. Club members feed their knowledge
on global issues, solutions, role models, excellent resources and

teaching tools into class, units and subjects. In friendly collaboration
with teachers, they give presentations, show inspirational authentic
videos, arrange skype meeting with changemakers, organize
activities, lifestyle challenges, projects, campaigns, field trips and
volunteerships. They have visible presence at school, their reach
naturally extends to media, other schools, civil partners and events.

GET TO KNOW YOUTH-LEADER - IT'S FREE
in the "Welcome section". For ultimate knowledge of youth leadership,
and our offers, take the self-guided online tour, the YL IMMERSION.
Visit our Student Club Community / Reality Game platform CHANGE
GENERATION RISING for complete information on how YL Clubs
function, and the program's impacts unfold. www.cgrising.com

CONNECT & REGISTER - IT'S FREE
> Join our newsletter and social media.
> Register as a teacher / school / student club. Become part of our
global community, enjoying member benefits like new media, and tools,
"live" meetings with like-hearted educators and YL student clubs, field
partners and changemakers, and exciting special events.

GET YOUR TOOLS - IT'S FREE
> Visit the Starter Session page in the "Methods section", download
the media pack with videos, poster set and guidebook.
> Browse the Media section at www.youth-leader.org for posters,
videos, action packs, music, musical, comics and more.
> Browse Youth-LeadeR Hero/ines profiles at www.cgrising.com.
> Purchase your YL Card Game; it costs a little, it's super worth it!
The must-have practical, versatile, sturdy educational power pack.
> Visit the "Get Involved page" for ways of spreading YL and
strengthening your regional network, involving philanthropic clubs and
sponsors to donate educational YL Starter Sacks, card games and
books to hundreds of classrooms and public libraries near you.

TALK TO US - IT'S FREE
We LOVE working with motivated teachers, parents, citizens and youth
to bring awesomeness to your region. Let's talk!

Visit www.Youth-LeadeR.org
- to download posters and more
- to order the card game

and to find out how to get
100's of Starter Packs to 100's of classrooms
to start a big Change Generation RISING movement.
Contact us to make it happen.
Together, we will connect with philanthropic clubs and
kind companies to invest in our splendid young generation. It may only take a few minutes to make it happen.
Contact us today!

